CILS manufacture durable, computer printable labels that perform in all laboratory environments.

We work with you to recommend exactly the labels you need: in any quantity, pre-printed or blank, in any shape or size, for any application. We also supply everything you need for successful printing, including thermal transfer label printers, ribbons and software - just tell us what you need. We can also supply labels printed with your variable data.

Please discuss your labeling requirements with your CILS technical representative - +1 877-512-8763

Blank Labels

CILS manufacture blank printable durable labels for customers that want an economical, flexible solution to print data in-house, on demand.

Choose from industry standard label sizes or custom shapes and sizes to your exact requirements.

CILS label experts will work with you to select the right label for your application from thousands of material/adhesive combinations.

Available for Laser and Thermal Transfer Printers

Custom Part-Printed Labels

CILS are experts in custom durable labels and can design and manufacture them to your exact specifications.

Whether you require part-printed labels ready for you to over-print with your data we can make them in any size, shape or color matched perfectly to your durability requirements.

Available for Laser and Thermal Transfer Printers
Durable Branded Product Labels

CILS manufactures ready-to-apply durable product identification labels that are custom printed to your design specification and dimensions. Constructed using the same material/adhesive combinations as the most hard-wearing CILS labels, the product identification range ensures that your information lasts as long as your product, even in the toughest laboratory environments.

Label Data Printing Service

The CILS Label Data Printing Service works with your variable data to professionally pre-print sequential data, linear and 2D barcodes and batch numbers, providing hassle-free, ready-to-use results. Simply supply your variable data in any format and the CILS Label Technicians will do the rest, saving you time and eliminating the risk (and cost) of sequence errors and misprinting.

Label Printing Software

CILS International provides professional label design software that makes in-house label production simple, allowing you to create industry-standard labels on demand, from your PC. CILS consultants offer free help and support in selecting your software, and over the duration of your product use while purchasing CILS labels. Software is available at different specification levels, according to the complexity of customer requirements.

Ribbons

Choosing the correct printer ribbon is crucial to ensure compatibility with your CILS label material and to effectively resist smudging or fading in your laboratory processes. CILS label experts will recommend the most appropriate ribbon options for your application. CILS ribbons are compatible with a broad range of Thermal Transfer Printers.

Available for Thermal Transfer Printers

Thermal Transfer Printers

CILS is an independent supplier of thermal transfer printers for customers looking to purchase their first unit, replace an existing system or add to their current printer network. The CILS selection of thermal transfer printers offers a solution for every laboratory environment. CILS consultants are available to advise you on the most effective printer for your needs, and offer technical support throughout the life of your unit while using CILS labels.

Complete Industrial Printer Package

Need a complete label printing package, but not sure which options will work best for you? CILS label experts will recommend and supply the best printer, labels, ribbon and design software to get you started.

For more information, speak to our labeling experts on +1 877-512-8763

www.cils-international.com
info.us@cils-international.com